Purdue Veterinary Medicine

Distinguished Veterinary Technician/ Veterinary Technologist Alumnus Award

Nomination Form

Note: Please limit the nomination document (not including letters of support or CV) to 3 pages, no smaller than 12 point font, and no less than 1” margins

Nominee:

Nominee’s Address:

Nominators (s):

Nominator’s Address:

Nominators Email:

Please check the area(s) for which the individual is being nominated for outstanding contributions and performance:

_____ excellence in practice--- clinical, diagnostic, public health, regulatory, military

_____ excellence in teaching

_____ excellence in research

_____ excellence in involvement in service to the profession

_____ excellence in service to the community

Please list honors, awards and recognitions that the nominee has received which directly relate to the area(s) for which they are being nominated.
Please describe the activities and accomplishments that set this individual apart from other veterinary technicians and veterinarian technologists. Give examples that indicate the quality of this nominee’s contributions that distinguish this individual from others.

Please describe the impact that the nominee has had on the Purdue University College of Veterinary Medicine.

Please include 4---6 letters of support and a copy of the nominee’s curriculum vitae that provide additional evidence of the esteem in which this veterinary technician/ veterinary technologist is held. [Not included in page limit]

Return to: Susan Xioufaridou
Purdue University
College of Veterinary Medicine
625 Harrison Street
West Lafayette, Indiana 47907---2026

All nominations must be received by March 21, 2016.